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Outdated Business Systems
Cripple Operations.
Is It Time for a Change?
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YOUR BUSINESS HAS OUTGROWN YOUR
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE IF:

• Systems are disconnected and information is stored in
different places.
• Manual processes result in duplicate entry and errors.
• Tracking occurs in spreadsheets, not your financial system.
• Lack of workflows and audit trails puts your business at
risk

Benefit Instantly from
Technology that
Frees You to Do More
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Are You Suffering from Disconnected Systems?

Are you managing your
business with
spreadsheets?
That’s a tell-tale sign you
should upgrade to a
comprehensive ERP.

Are customers getting
answers with their first
call or email?
If not, upgrade to a
modern integrated
system with full
visibility.

Are you still running a
paper-driven office?
Watch productivity soar
with a paperless
approach.

It’s Not Magic, It’s Modern Technology

One Connected
ERP System for
Everything You Do

Simplify your processes with advanced functionality:
• Automatic Inventory replenishment suggestions based on
demand
• Get answers instantly by drilling down to view related
documents
• Know what is available-to-promise at all times

BMI Recommends Cloud ERP to Accelerate Business
Access your
business system
from any device
no matter
where you are.

No need to
be disrupted
by software
upgrades.

Pay a modest
subscription fee
or host securely
with a provider.

Anywhere
Access

Affordable
Options

Always on
the Latest
Version

No Need
for Costly
Servers

Save on
infrastructure
and resources
to maintain it.

What Will a Connected Business System Do for You?
Go from quote to cash without leaving your
inbox. Easily export data to Excel and create
outgoing documents directly in Word.
Automate and secure business processes with
easy-to-create workflows and audit trails.
Get a complete picture of your business and
make informed decisions with powerful
reporting and custom dashboards.

Everybody Works From A Centralized System
Imagine this:
John in customer service receives an email to order 50 widgets for
ABC company. Without leaving his inbox he can initiate a sales
order from the email that instantly updates the widget inventory
on-order count.
Sue in purchasing runs her integrated replenishment tool and sees
that John’s order depleted the widgets available and quickly places
an order to keep the right number of widgets in stock. (Not too
much, not too little)

Serve Customers
Better

Know what to sell, what to
order and when to promise
delivery with a connected
cloud ERP solution.

We’re Here to Make Running Your Business So Easy
You’ll Forget All About Clunky Manual Work-Arounds

Fully Integrated

BMI Sells and Supports the Top Leading ERP Solutions:
Everything From One
Source:
Sales
Implementation
Process Improvement
Best Industry Practices
Customizations
Integrations
On-going Support

The BMI Team Continuously Helps You Compete

Let’s Do This the
Easy Way

Our team is ready to show you how to compete by tailoring your ERP to do
exactly what it needs to do.
Add capabilities that your competition just can’t deliver with BMI by your
side.
Meet Industry compliance requirements and take your business to the
next-level.

BMI is a leading value-added Reseller (VAR) offering Cloud ERP
solutions for small to mid-sized companies in a variety of industries.
We offer Microsoft and Acumatica Cloud ERP solutions to improve
profits and productivity for B2B and B2C organizations.
Our team of senior professionals works with hundreds of customers
helping them upgrade and transform their systems.
Want to leap into profitability?
We are ready to take you there! Let’s talk!

Raymond Hill
rhill@bmiusa.com
888-580-8382
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